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1. Adoption of the agenda
   Approval of 'I' items in Annex

   Discussion items (II)

   Environment
2. Directives on Waste package
   Presidency debriefing on the outcome of the trilogue

   Health
   Mandate for negotiations with the European Parliament

   Agriculture
4. Regulation on veterinary medicinal products
   Mandate for negotiations with the European Parliament
5. Regulation on medicated feed
   Mandate for negotiations with the European Parliament

   Transport
6. Directive on qualification of professional drivers
   Analysis of the final compromise text with a view to agreement
Internal Market and Industry

7. Regulation on type approval  
   Analysis of the final compromise text with a view to agreement  C  15685/17

8. Regulation on fertilisers  
   Mandate for negotiations with the European Parliament  C  14010/1/17 REV 1

Telecommunications

9. Regulation on parcel delivery  
   Analysis of the final compromise text with a view to agreement  C  15735/17

10. Regulation on free flow of data  
    Mandate for negotiations with the European Parliament  C  15724/17

Energy

11. Directive on the energy performance of buildings  
    Presidency debriefing on the outcome of the trilogue  C

Environment

12. Regulation on LULUCF  
    Analysis of the final compromise text with a view to agreement  C  15726/17

Transport

13. EASA Basic Regulation  
    Analysis of the final compromise text with a view to agreement  C  15689/17

Education

14. Decision on Europass  
    Analysis of the final compromise text with a view to agreement  C  15759/17

Any other business
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Non-discussion items (I)

Institutional Affairs

Appointments

15. Council Decision appointing members and alternate members of the Advisory Committee on Freedom of Movement for Workers (IT) Adoption

Judicial Affairs

16. Case C-611/17 (Italy against Council of the European Union) Authorisation to produce a copy of or an extract from a Council document for use in legal proceedings

15703/2017

Internal Market and Industry

17. Impact assessment on Council amendments: Template of terms of reference Information note for the Permanent Representatives Committee (Part 1)

15842/17

Transport

18. Euro-Mediterranean Aviation Agreement between the European Community and Morocco Adoption

C 15661/17

15653/16

19. Council Decision on the participation of Switzerland in the European Rail Agency Adoption

C 15706/17

15695/17

20. European Court of Auditors' Special Report No 13/2017 Adoption

15730/17

Agriculture


15728/17 + COR 1

First reading

Procedural decision by Coreper (Article 19(3)&(7) of the Council's Rules of Procedure)

Item based on a Commission proposal